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Summary 

ÅProbabilistic Algorithms for Automatic Classification (AC) 

ÅNaive Bayes 

ÅTwo models: 

ÅUnivariate Binomial 

ÅMultinomial (Class Conditional Unigram Model) 

ÅParameter estimation & Feature Selection 

ÅEvaluating an AC system 
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Motivation: Is this spam? 

From: "" <takworlld@hotmail.com> 

Subject: real estate is the only way... gem  oalvgkay 
 

Anyone can buy real estate with no money down 
 

Stop paying rent TODAY ! 
 

There is no need to spend hundreds or even thousands for similar courses 
 

I am 22 years old and I have already purchased 6 properties using the 

methods outlined in this truly INCREDIBLE ebook. 
 

Change your life NOW ! 
 

================================================= 

Click Below to order: 

http://www.wholesaledaily.com/sales/nmd.htm 

================================================= 
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Categorization/Classification 

ÅGiven: 
ÅA description of an instance, xÍX, where X is the instance 

language or instance space. 
ÅIssue: how to represent text documents. 

ÅA fixed set of categories: 

 C = {c1, c2,é, cn} 

ÅDetermine: 
ÅThe category of x: c(x)ÍC, where c(x) is a categorization 

function whose domain is X and whose range is C. 
ÅWe want to know how to build categorization functions (ñclassifiersò). 
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Document Classification 
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Test 

Data: 
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(AI)  (Programming) (HCI) 

... ... 

(Note: in real life there is often a hierarchy, not present in the 

above problem statement; and you get papers on ML 

approaches to Garb. Coll.) 



Text Categorization: examples 

Assign labels to each document or Web-page: 

ÅLabels are most often topics such as Yahoo-
categories 
Åe.g., "finance," "sports," "news>world>asia>business" 

ÅLabels may be genres 
Åe.g., "editorials" "movie-reviews" "newsñ 

ÅLabels may be opinion 
Åe.g., ñlikeò, ñhateò, ñneutralò 

ÅLabels may be domain-specific binary 
Åe.g., "interesting-to-me" : "not-interesting-to-meò,

 ñspamò : ñnot-spamò,  ñcontains adult languageò 
:ñdoesnôtò 
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Classification Methods (1) 

ÅManual classification 

ÅUsed by Yahoo!, Looksmart, about.com, ODP, Medline 

ÅVery accurate when job is done by experts 

ÅConsistent when the problem size and team is small 

ÅDifficult and expensive to scale 
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Classification Methods (2) 

ÅAutomatic document classification 

ÅHand-coded rule-based systems 

ÅOne technique used by CS deptôs spam filter, Reuters, CIA, Verity, é 

ÅE.g., assign category if document contains a given boolean 

combination of words 

ÅStanding queries: Commercial systems have complex query languages 

(everything in IR query languages + accumulators) 

ÅAccuracy is often very high if a rule has been carefully refined over 

time by a subject expert 

ÅBuilding and maintaining these rule bases is expensive 
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Classification Methods (3) 

ÅSupervised learning of a document-label assignment 
function 
ÅMany systems partly rely on machine learning (Autonomy, 
MSN, Verity, Enkata, Yahoo!, é) 
Åk-Nearest Neighbors (simple, powerful) 

ÅNaive Bayes (simple, common method) 

ÅSupport-vector machines (new, more powerful) 

Åé plus many other methods 

ÅNo free lunch: requires hand-classified training data 

ÅBut data can be built up (and refined) by amateurs 
 

ÅNote that many commercial systems use a mixture of 
methods 
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Bayesian Methods 

ÅLearning and classification methods based on 
probability theory. 

ÅBayes theorem plays a critical role in probabilistic 
learning and classification. 

ÅBuild a generative model that approximates how data 
is produced 

ÅUses prior probability of each category given no 
information about an item. 

ÅCategorization produces a posterior probability 
distribution over the possible categories given a 
description of an item. 
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Bayesô Rule 
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Maximum a posteriori Hypothesis 
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Maximum likelihood Hypothesis 

If all hypotheses are a priori equally likely, we only  

need to consider the P(D|h) term: 
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Naive Bayes Classifiers 

Task: Classify a new instance D based on a tuple of attribute 

values                                     into one of the classes cj Í C 
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Naïve Bayes Classifier: Naïve Bayes Assumption 

ÅP(cj) 

ÅCan be estimated from the frequency of classes in the 
training examples. 

ÅP(x1,x2,é,xn|cj)  

ÅO(|X|nÅ|C|) parameters 

ÅCould only be estimated if a very, very large number of 
training examples was available. 

Naïve Bayes Conditional Independence Assumption: 

Assume that the probability of observing the conjunction of 
attributes is equal to the product of the individual 
probabilities P(xi|cj). 
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The Naïve Bayes Classifier 

ÅConditional Independence Assumption: features 

detect term presence and are independent of each other 

given the class: 

 

ÅThis model is appropriate for binary variables 

ÅMultivariate binomial model 
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Learning the Model 

ÅFirst attempt: maximum likelihood estimates 

Åsimply use the frequencies in the data 
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NB Bernoulli: Learning 
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NB Bernoulli Model: Classification 
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Problem with Max Likelihood 
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ÅWhat if we have seen no training cases where patient had no flu and 
muscle aches? 

 

 

 

ÅZero probabilities cannot be conditioned away, no matter the other 
evidence! 
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Smoothing 
ÅLaplace smoothing 
Åevery feature has an a priori probability p,  

ÅIt is assumed that it has been observed in a number of 
m virtual examples. 

 

 

ÅUsually 

ÅA uniform distrbution on all words is assumed so that            
p = 1/|V|  and     m = |V| 

ÅIt is equivalent to observing every word in the dictionary 
once for each category. 
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Smoothing to Avoid Overfitting 
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ÅSomewhat more subtle version 
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Stochastic Language Models 

ÅModels probability of generating strings (each 
word in turn) in the language (commonly all strings 
over ×). E.g., unigram model  
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0.2 the 

0.1 a 

0.01 man 

0.01 woman 

0.03 said 

0.02 likes 

é 

the man likes the woman 

0.2 0.01 0.02 0.2 0.01 

multiply 

Model M 

P(s | M) = 0.00000008  



Stochastic Language Models 

ÅModel probability of generating any string 
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0.2  the  

0.01  class 

0.0001  sayst  

0.0001  pleaseth  

0.0001  yon  

0.0005  maiden  

0.01  woman  

Model M1 Model M2 

maiden class pleaseth yon the 

0.0005 0.01 0.0001 0.0001 0.2 

0.01 0.0001 0.02 0.1 0.2 

P(s|M2)  >  P(s|M1) 

0.2  the  

0.0001  class 

0.03  sayst  

0.02  pleaseth  

0.1  yon  

0.01  maiden  

0.0001  woman  



Unigram and higher-order models 

 

Å  

 

ÅUnigram Language Models 

 

ÅBigram (generally, n-gram) Language Models 

 

ÅOther Language Models 
ÅGrammar-based models (PCFGs), etc. 
ÅProbably not the first thing to try in IR 
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Naïve Bayes via a class conditional language model 

= multinomial NB 

ÅEffectively, the probability of each class is done as a class-

specific unigram language model 
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Using Multinomial Naive Bayes Classifiers  

to Classify Text: Basic method 

ÅAttributes are text positions, values are words. 
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ÅStill too many possibilities 

ÅAssume that classification is independent of the 

positions of the words 

ïUse same parameters for each position 

ïResult is bag of words model (over tokens not types) 
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Multinomial Naïve Bayes: Learning 

ÅFrom training corpus, extract Vocabulary 

ÅCalculate required P(cj) and P(xk | cj) terms 
ÅFor each cj in C do 
Ådocsj « subset of documents for which the target class is cj 

Å  
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ÅTextj « single document containing all docsj 

Åfor each word xk in Vocabulary 

ï  nk « number of occurrences of xk in Textj 
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Multinomial Naïve Bayes: Classifying 

Åpositions « all word positions in current document      

  which contain tokens found in Vocabulary 

ÅReturn cNB, where  
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Naive Bayes: Time Complexity 

ÅTraining Time:  O(|D|Ld + |C||V|))                                   

where Ld is the average length of a document in D. 

ÅAssumes V and all Di , ni, and nij pre-computed in O(|D|Ld) 

time during one pass through all of the data. 

ÅGenerally just O(|D|Ld) since usually |C||V| < |D|Ld  

ÅTest Time: O(|C| Lt)                                                        

where Lt  is the average length of a test document. 

ÅVery efficient overall, linearly proportional to the time 

needed to just read in all the data. 
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Multinomial NB: Learning Algorithm 
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Multinomial NB: Classification Algorithm 
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Underflow Prevention 

ÅMultiplying lots of probabilities, which are between 0 and 1 by 

definition, can result in floating-point underflow. 

ÅSince log(xy) = log(x) + log(y), it is better to perform all 

computations by summing logs of probabilities rather than 

multiplying probabilities. 

ÅClass with highest final un-normalized log probability score is 

still the most probable. 
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Note: the two models 

ÅModel 1: Multivariate binomial 
ÅOne feature Xw for each word in dictionary 

ÅXw = true     in document d if w appears in d 

ÅNaive Bayes assumption:  
ÅGiven the documentôs topic, appearance of one word in the document 

tells us nothing about chances that another word appears  

ÅThis is the model used in the binary independence 
model in classic probabilistic relevance feedback in 
hand-classified data (Maron in IR was a very early 
user of NB) 
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Note: the two models (2) 

ÅModel 2: Multinomial = Class conditional unigram 
ÅOne feature X i for each word pos in document 
Åfeatureôs values are all words in dictionary 

ÅValue of X i is the word in position i 
ÅNaïve Bayes assumption:  
ÅGiven the documentôs topic, word in one position in the document tells 

us nothing about words in other positions 

ÅSecond assumption:  
ÅWord appearance does not depend on position 

 

 

 
 

ÅJust have one multinomial feature predicting all words 
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Parameter estimation 

ÅBinomial model: 

 

 

 

ÅMultinomial model: 

 

 
ÅCan create a mega-document for topic j by concatenating all 

documents in this topic 

ÅUse frequency of w in mega-document 
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Classification 

ÅMultinomial vs Multivariate binomial? 

 
ÅMultinomial is in general better 

ÅSee results figures later 
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NB example 

ÅGiven: 4 documents 
ÅD1 (sports): China soccer 

ÅD2 (sports): Japan baseball 

ÅD3 (politics): China trade 

ÅD4 (politics): Japan Japan exports 

ÅClassify: 
ÅD5: soccer 

ÅD6: Japan 

ÅUse 
ÅAdd-one smoothing 

ÅMultinomial model 

ÅMultivariate binomial model 



An example of Naïve Bayes 

ÅC = {allergy, cold, well} 

Åe1 = sneeze; e2 = cough; e3 = fever 

ÅE = {sneeze, cough, ×fever} 
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Prob Well  Cold Allergy  

P(ci)      0.9       0.05       0.05 

P(sneeze|ci)      0.1       0.9       0.9 

P(cough|ci)      0.1       0.8       0.7 

P(fever|ci)      0.01       0.7       0.4 



An example of Naïve Bayes (cont.) 
 

 

 

 
 

 

 

P(well | E) = (0.9)(0.1)(0.1)(0.99)/P(E)=0.0089/P(E) 

P(cold | E) = (0.05)(0.9)(0.8)(0.3)/P(E)=0.01/P(E) 

P(allergy | E) = (0.05)(0.9)(0.7)(0.6)/P(E)=0.019/P(E) 

 

 

Most likely class is allergy as: 

P(E) = 0.0089 + 0.01 + 0.019 = 0.0379 

P(well | E) = 0.23,  P(cold | E) = 0.26, P(allergy | E) = 0.50 
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Probability Well  Cold Allergy 

P(ci)      0.9       0.05       0.05 

P(sneeze | ci)      0.1       0.9       0.9 

P(cough | ci)      0.1       0.8       0.7 

P(fever | ci)      0.01       0.7       0.4 
E={sneeze, cough, ×fever} 



Feature Selection: Why? 
ÅText collections have a large number of features 
Å10,000 ï 1,000,000 unique words é and more 

ÅFeature Selection:  
Å is the process by which a large set of available 

features are neglected during the classification 

Å Not reliable, not well estimated, not useful 

ÅMay make using a particular classifier feasible, 
e.g. reduce the training time  
ÅSome classifiers canôt deal with 100,000 of features 

ÅTraining time for some methods is quadratic or worse 
in the number of features  

ÅCan improve generalization (performance) 
ÅEliminates noise features+ Avoids overfitting 



Feature selection: how? 

ÅTwo idea: 
ÅHypothesis testing statistics: 
ÅAre we confident that the value of one categorical variable is 

associated with the value of another 

ÅChi-square test 

ÅInformation theory: 
ÅHow much information does the value of one categorical variable give 

you about the value of another 

ÅMutual information 

 

ÅTheyôre similar, but c2 measures confidence in association, (based 
on available statistics), while MI measures extent of association 
(assuming perfect knowledge of probabilities) 
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2 statistics (CHI) 

ÅPearson's chi-square is often used to assess a tests of 

independence.  

ÅA test of independence assesses whether paired observations 

on two variables, expressed in a contingency table, are 

independent of each other ï for example, whether docs in 

different classes differ in the observation of a given feature (i.e. 

word).  

ÅEx. of a contingency table 
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9500 

500 

3 Class  ̧auto 

2 Class = auto 

Term  ̧jaguar Term = jaguar 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Contingency_table


c2 statistics (CHI) 

Åc2 is interested in (Obs ï Exp)2/Exp summed over all 

table entries: is the observed number what youôd 

expect given the marginals? 

ÅExpected Values (assuming full independence), i.e. 

the "theoretical frequency" for a cell, given the 

hypothesis of independence  

 

 

Åc2 Value: 



c2 statistics (CHI) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

ÅThe null hypothesis is rejected with confidence .999,  

Åsince 12.9 > 10.83 (the value for .999 confidence). 
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9500 

500 

(4.75) 

(0.25) 

(9498) 3 Class  ̧auto 

(502) 2 Class = auto 

Term  ̧jaguar Term = jaguar expected: E 

observed: O 



There is a simpler formula for 2x2 c2: 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

c2 statistic (CHI) 

N = A + B + C + D 

D = #(¬t, ¬c) B = #(t,¬c) 

C = #(¬t,c) A = #(t,c) 

Value for complete independence of term and category? 



Feature selection via Mutual Information 

ÅIn training set, choose k words which best 
discriminate (give most info on) the categories. 

ÅThe Mutual Information between a word w and a class 
c is: 

 

 
 

ÅFor each word w and each category c 
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Feature selection via MI (contd.) 

ÅFor each category we build a list of k most discriminating 
terms. 

ÅFor example (on 20 Newsgroups): 
Åsci.electronics: circuit, voltage, amp, ground, copy, battery, 
electronics, cooling, é 

Årec.autos: car, cars, engine, ford, dealer, mustang, oil, collision, 
autos, tires, toyota, é 

ÅGreedy: does not account for correlations between terms 

ÅWhy? 
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Feature Selection 

ÅMutual Information 
ÅClear information-theoretic interpretation 

ÅMay select rare uninformative terms 

ÅChi-square 
ÅStatistical foundation 

ÅMay select very slightly informative frequent terms that are 
not very useful for classification 

 

ÅJust use the commonest terms? 
ÅNo particular foundation 

ÅIn practice, this is often 90% as good 
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Feature selection for NB 

ÅIn general feature selection is necessary for binomial 
NB. 

ÅOtherwise you suffer from noise, multi-counting 

 

ÅñFeature selectionò really means something different 
for multinomial NB.  It means dictionary truncation 
ÅThe multinomial NB model only has 1 feature 

ÅThis ñfeature selectionò normally isnôt needed for 
multinomial NB, but may help a fraction with 
quantities that are badly estimated 
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Evaluating Categorization 

ÅEvaluation must be done on test data that are 
independent of the training data (usually a disjoint set 
of instances). 

ÅClassification accuracy: c/n where n is the total 
number of test instances and c is the number of test 
instances correctly classified by the system. 

ÅResults can vary based on sampling error due to 
different training and test sets. 

ÅAverage results over multiple training and test sets 
(splits of the overall data) for the best results. 
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Example: AutoYahoo! 

ÅClassify 13,589 Yahoo! webpages in ñScienceò 

subtree into 95 different topics (hierarchy depth 2) 
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Sample Learning Curve 
(Yahoo Science Data): need more! 
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WebKB Experiment 

ÅClassify webpages from CS departments into: 

Åstudent, faculty, course,project  

ÅTrain on ~5,000 hand-labeled web pages 

ÅCornell, Washington, U.Texas, Wisconsin 

ÅCrawl and classify a new site (CMU) 

 

ÅResults: 
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Student Faculty Person Project Course Departmt

Extracted 180 66 246 99 28 1

Correct 130 28 194 72 25 1

Accuracy: 72% 42% 79% 73% 89% 100%



NB Model Comparison 
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Questi insiemi di features costituiscono dei 

dizionari di dominio in cui ad ogni classe 

corrispondono termini specifici, come ad es. 
chair o director per i Docenti/ Faculty  o 

advisor per gli Student : tale ñconoscenzaò 

emerge automaticamente dai dati annotati 

con la etichetta di classe 



Naïve Bayes on spam email 
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Violation of NB Assumptions 

ÅConditional independence 

ÅñPositional independenceò 

ÅExamples? 

ÅComputer vs. science  in the Technology  category 

Åpar vs. conditio  in the  Law, Politics  category 

 

ÅBox office    vs. Office Box 

ÅTaxonomy tree   vs.   Tree taxonomy 

Å(Dog eats vs. eating dogs)   vs. (Eating vegetables vs. vegetables eat) 
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Naïve Bayes Posterior Probabilities 

ÅClassification results of naïve Bayes (the class with maximum 
posterior probability) are usually fairly accurate. 

ÅHowever, due to the inadequacy of the conditional 
independence assumption, the actual posterior-probability 
numerical estimates are not. 
ÅOutput probabilities are generally very close to 0 or 1. 
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When does Naive Bayes work? 

ÅSometimes NB 
performs well even 
if the Conditional 
Independence 
assumptions are 

badly violated.  

ÅClassification is 
about predicting 
the correct class 
label and NOT 
about accurately 
estimating 
probabilities. 
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Assume two classes c1 and c2. 

A new case A arrives. 

NB will classify A to c1 if: 

P(A, c1)>P(A, c2) 
 

 P(A,c1) P(A,c2) Class of A 

Actual Probability 0.1 0.01 c1 

Estimated Probability 

by NB 

0.08 0.07 c1 

Besides the big error in estimating the 

probabilities the classification is still correct. 

 

 
Correct estimation Ý accurate prediction 

but NOT 

accurate prediction Ý Correct estimation 



Naive Bayes is Not So Naive 

ÅNaïve Bayes: First and Second place in KDD-CUP 97 competition, 
among 16 (then) state of the art algorithms 

 Goal: Financial services industry direct mail response prediction model: Predict if the 
recipient of mail will actually respond to the advertisement ï 750,000 records. 

ÅRobust to Irrelevant Features 
 Irrelevant Features cancel each other without affecting results 

 Instead Decision Trees can heavily suffer from this. 

ÅVery good in domains with many equally important features 
 Decision Trees suffer from fragmentation in such cases ï especially if little data 

ÅA good dependable baseline for text classification (but not the best)! 

ÅOptimal if the Independence Assumptions hold: If assumed 
independence is correct, then it is the Bayes Optimal Classifier for problem 

ÅVery Fast: Learning with one pass over the data; testing linear in the 
number of attributes, and document collection size 

ÅLow Storage requirements 
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Resources 

ÅIIR 13 

ÅFabrizio Sebastiani.  Machine Learning in Automated Text 
Categorization.  ACM Computing Surveys, 34(1):1-47, 2002. 
(http://faure.iei.pi.cnr.it/~fabrizio/Publications/ACMCS01/ACMC
S01.pdf) 

ÅAndrew McCallum and Kamal Nigam. A Comparison of Event 
Models for Naive Bayes Text Classification. In AAAI/ICML-98 
Workshop on Learning for Text Categorization, pp. 41-48.  

ÅTom Mitchell, Machine Learning.  McGraw-Hill, 1997.  
ÅClear simple explanation 

ÅYiming Yang & Xin Liu, A re-examination of text categorization 
methods.  Proceedings of SIGIR, 1999. 
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Summary 

ÅUn tipo di apprendimento di base è quello 
probabilistico dove apprendere significa 
ÅDescrivere il problema mediante un modello generativo che 

mette in relazione le variabili in input (e.g. sintomi) e quelle in 
output (e.g. diagnosi) 

ÅDeterminare i corretto parametri del problema (i.e. le 
distribuzioni analitiche o la stima delle probabilità discrete) 

ÅUn esempio: classificazione NB (caso discreto) 

ÅDue sono i modelli piuô usati: 
ÅMultivariate Binomial (o Bernoulli) NB 

ÅMultinomial NB 
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Summary (2) 

ÅNella stima dei parametri in NB un ruolo centrale  è svolto dalle 
tecniche di smoothing: a parità di modello infatti stimatori errati 
producono risultati insoddisfacenti 

ÅLa classificazione mediante NB è preferibile per la relativa 
robustezza nei casi in cui lôefficienza ¯ fondamentale 

ÅEô invece usato come baseline in molta sperimentazione 
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